
PH9 GENERATOR 
creates alkaline water and reduces ORP

INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL

1) Before being used for the first time, rinse the PH9 Generator with water.

2) Fill the PH9 Generator with water and after a few minutes the water reaches
a high PH level, it is recommended to turn the PH9 Generator upside down 
couple of times so the water can be mixed in the container.

3) You can add your supplements to the PH9 Generator for a stronger effect and
faster absorption.

4) If you fill the PH9 Generator 3 times/day with beverage, water and supplements
the effect will last about 2 years.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1) Never use the PH9 Generator to intake with medicine.

2) Never use with alcohol.

3) Never fill the PH9 Generator with HOT water.

4) Never put the PH9 Generator into a microwave.

5) If you are uncertain to drink alkaline water contact your doctor for advice.

6) Do not use with deionized water. For Osmosis users you need to have a mineral filter.

YOU MUST RECHARGE THE PH9 GENERATOR (AUTOMATIC FUNCTION NO 
ELECTRICITY NEEDED)

1.a) Do not keep water in the PH9 Generator for long periods of time 3 consecutive
       days. It will reduce its ability of quick alkalization for new water poured into it.            
       The PH9 Generator and needs to be recharged (see nr 2.b).

1.b) For those who want to have water in the PH9 Generator for longer periods
       (more than 3 consecutive days), we recommend to use 2 containers. One
       filled with water and the other going through the FULL RECHARGE (see nr 2.b). 
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2.a) LIGHT RECHARGE takes place when you keep the PH9 Generator clean and dry
       over the night 12hrs.

2.b) FULL RECHARGE takes place when you keep the PH9 Generator clean and dry 
       for 24hrs two times per week. We recommend FULL RECHARGE for frequent 
       daily users.

3) Professional users to obtain maximal results use two containers and follow the 
recharge instructions of 2.a and 2.b.

CLEANING THE PH9 GENERATOR

1) Wash the PH9 Generator with tap water, dish soap and dish brush when you have
used it with supplements.

2) Never put the PH9 Generator in dishwasher (it may damage it or reduce lifespan).

4) It is important to put the PH9 Generator upside-down after cleaning so it will 
dry inside.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

- PH9 Generator creates alkaline water that has a PH level between PH 8.7-9.0. 

- You can pour other beverages in the PH9 Generator to keep fresh for a longer time.

- To protect the environment during waste disposal, the product is made from PLA, 
   a corn-based biodegradable material, and other natural materials.

- To make tests of the water make sure to use approved drops: 
   Phenolphthalein and Fenolftalein 
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